
Elements of the system

Hydraulic connections of the photoreactor

The photoreactor includes 4 ports (GL-25), 2 at the bottom and 2 at the top:

Bottom ports (GL-25). The connection at the bottom right part of the photoreactor

includes the aeration accessory. Aeration accessory has a valve to enable/block the

aeration flow, and a valve that could be used for draining the system or taking

samples or as a liquid inlet port if it is required to work in continuous mode. The bottom

left connection includes a cap.

Top ports (GL-25). The connection at the upper left part of the photoreactor includes a

valve to enable/block the liquid outlet flow. The upper right connection includes a cap.

General information

The information in this manual has been carefully checked

and thus giving the best guarantee of its veracity and

accuracy. However, APRIA Systems S.L. assumes no

responsibility for any inaccuracies that may be contained in

this manual. In no event APRIA Systems S.L. will be liable for

direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential damages

resulting from any defect or omission in this manual, even if

advised of the possibility of such damages. In the interest of

continued product development, APRIA Systems, S.L. reserves

the right to make improvements in this manual and the

products it describes at any time, without notice or obligation.

Please read this entire manual before unpacking, setting up,

operating and/or manipulating in any way this equipment.

Make sure that the protection provided by this equipment is

not impaired, do not use or install this equipment in any

manner other than that specified in this manual.

The system referred to in this manual has been developed for

research purposes only.

Safety information

WARNING

Do not manipulate the wiring nor the electrical connections.

If the safety instructions provided are not followed, it may

lead to electric shock with consequent risk of serious

personal injury or death.

WARNING

The installation generates UV radiation that can damage the

skin and eyes quickly under direct exposure conditions. The

photoreactor is confined in a case made of PLA ― black and

opaque ―, devised to assure the correct coupling between

the photoreactor and the lamp, as well as to provide the user

with total protection against the light casted by the LEDs ―

both UV-A and UV-C ―, for the safe operation of the

equipment. The protection case must not be removed without

the supervision of the technical staff of APRIA Systems S.L.

Nonetheless, despite that, please, take full precautions and

use appropriate personal protective equipment ― UV proof

googles, gloves, lab coat, etc. ― always when operating the

system.

WARNING

The forced ventilation system may lead to crushing, cutting

or entrapment of body parts, hair or clothing with

consequent risk of serious personal injury. If it is to be

manipulated for whatever reason, please, make sure

beforehand that the power supply cable has been

disconnected from the electric panel and that the system is

off.

WARNING

APRIA Systems S.L. is not responsible for the misuse nor any

possible damages that may be caused due to operation of the

system under operating conditions other than those

recommended.

Non-pressurizable reactor.

Maximum working pressure: 0.5 bar.

Maximum working temperature: 40 ºC . To operate at higher

temperatures, contact the technical staff of APRIA Systems S.L.
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LED System Photolab LED275-2/365-13i (APRIA

Systems S.L.). It includes:

Borosilicate glass photoreactor (max. vol. of

treatment: approx. 600 mL), with mirror finish for

better use of the photonic flux, and with 4 GL-25

thread connections. Non-pressurizable reactor.

LED immersion lamp (8 LEDs/side; 4 sides, quartz

glass tube). It comprises 16 UV-C LEDs (ʎ = 265-

285 nm, ʎmax = 275nm, Irad = 100 mW/LED) and 16

UV-A LEDs (ʎ = 365-370 nm, Irad = 1200 mW/LED),

alternatively arranged in 4 aluminium strips. To

control the LEDs temperature, it includes:

Ventilation system by forced air

convection.

Pt-100 temperature probe.

The two types of LED can be only used

independently (both kinds cannot be used

simultaneously).

External case that enables the coupling between

the photoreactor and the lamp, well as to provide

the user with total protection against the light.

Flange coupling.

Air/gas injection chamber.

Air evacuation ring (if required work with aeration).
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Magnetic stirrer.

Electric console for the

monitoring, control, and

regulation of temperature and

power consumed by the lamp.

Anodised aluminium skid.
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Power supply
WARNING

Make sure that the electrical outlet possesses the same voltage and frequency as

the system.

1. Check that the MAIN SWITCH of the electric console ― located at the back

of the same ― is in the O position and connect the female pin of the IEC (C13)

power supply cord to the IEC (C14) power socket of the electric console.

Plug the AC Male connector of the power cable into the mains outlet ― 220 –

230 V and 50 Hz ―.

2. Connect the electrical connection of the LED system to the socket located on

the back of the electrical console ― UTS series bayonet type connector ―.

3. Check that the front rotating button of the magnetic stirrer is in position and

plug the AC magnetic stirrer power cable into the mains outlet of 220 – 230 V

and 50 Hz ―. If desired, it is possible to use the one located on the back of the

console ―.

System start-up
1. Configure the system according to the desired mode of operation ―

continuous or discontinuous (with or without aeration) ―.

2. If desired, insert a USB flash memory into the back of the console to

record current intensity and temperature values ― see the Accessories

window section for more details ―.

3. Turn on the electric panel by setting to I position the MAIN SWITCH ―

located at the left side of the back of the console ―. The display of the

electric console will lit. Wait for the APRIA logo to appear on the HMI panel.

Then click anywhere on the LOGO screen.

4. Adjust the stirring speed by spinning clockwise the front rotating button of the

magnetic stirrer.

5. If required, turn the aeration system on ― not supplied by APRIA Systems, S.L.

― and, immediately after open the valve .

6. Circulate the fluid to be treated through the photoreactor if you want to

operate in continuous mode. Make sure that the and valves are open.

7. Turn on the photochemical treatment, as required, following the instructions

described in System operation section, on page 3.

HMI panel operation window
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Navigation through windowsSystem filling and hydraulic configuration

Fill the photoreactor with the fluid to be treated:

1. Make sure that bottom and top valves are closed.

2. Open the photoreactor following the instructions described on page 5.

3. Introduce approx. 600 mL of the fluid to be treated in the photoreactor making

sure that, completely covered the upper LED, the level is below the top valve .

― introduce the stirring magnet supplied with the equipment ―.

4. Close the photoreactor following the instructions described on page 5, in

reverse order.

Configure the system according to the operation mode to be executed:

Continuous operation mode

1. Connect the liquid inlet to the valve inlet port ― 6mm tube (OD) quick

connector ―. Make sure that the liquid outlet flow valve is partially opened.

Non-pressurizable reactor. Maximum recommended flow rate: 60 L/h.

Discontinuous operation mode

Without aeration

1. Make sure that inlet and outlet flow valves are closed.

With aeration

1. Make sure that the air evacuation ring is arranged in the photoreactor. Then,

connect the air/gas inlet to the valve ― 6mm tube (OD) quick connector ―.

Non-pressurizable reactor.

Electric console (back view)
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Accessories window

NOTE

Temperature (ºC) and current (mA) values are measured online, and its

historical records are stored in a USB flash memory connected to the console ―

it is located on the back of the electrical console―. If data storage is enabled in

the ACCESSORIES screen a red visual indicator appears next to the STOP

ARCHIVING button to indicate if the data register is active.

1. Use function key F3 or click on the ACCESSORIES button located on the

left upper corner the display to access the ACCESSORIES window .

2. Click on the corresponding ACCESSORIES screen field to carry out the

desired operation.

To record values on a USB memory, please proceed as follows:

1. Insert a USB flash memory into the back of the console.

2. To start data archiving, it is necessary to push START ARCHIVING button. A

red visual indicator will appear next to the STOP ARCHIVING button to

indicate that the data register is active.

To download the historical records values, follow the next steps:

1. Push STOP ARCHIVING button on the ACCESSORIES screen to stop data

archiving to the removable storage USB. A green circle will appear next

to the STOP ARCHIVING button to indicate that data is not being recorded.

2. Carefully remove the USB flash memory located on the back of the

electrical console and transfer the stored data to another device.

3. Finally, if you wish, re-enable data logging by following the instructions

described.

To access the rest of the windows, close the ACCESSORIES screen and use the

scroll arrows - >> (forward) or << - (backward) or, if applicable, the F1, F2, F3 or F4

function keys.

F

Once the system is fully initialized, click on the LOGO screen displayed on the

HMI panel. All the screens of the HMI panel operation window, except the

ACCESSORIES window, have the same elements. By clicking on the scroll arrows

<<- / ->> on the display and the F1, F2, F3 and F4 function keys the user can

navigate through the different screens developed in the programming.

.
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FThe ACCESSORIES screen allows:

• Enable / disable writing data to the

USB memory.

• Stop runtime ― exit developed

programming (only advanced users)

―.

• Calibrate the screen.

• Set the date and time of the system.

• Change the system language.
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System Operation 2. Temperature control

NOTE

The system controls the temperature of the LEDs by means of a pt-

100 probe located inside of photoreactor. TEMPERATURE CONTROL

window is shared by both types of LEDs ― UV-A LEDs and UV-C

LEDs ―. The values of the fields SP High and SP Low, on the

TEMPERATURE CONTROL window, are predetermined by APRIA

Systems, S.L and cannot be changed by the user.

1. Use the scroll arrows <<- or ->> to navigate to LED

CONTROL window . Then, click on button the LEDs

temperature number entry field to access LEDs

TEMPERATURE CONTROL window .

Graphics

NOTE

The user may be able to create plots of the monitored variables.

Every variable will be represented individually in a single plot.

CURRENT PLOT window is independent by both types of LEDs ―

UV-A LEDs and UV-C LEDs ―. TEMPERATURE PLOT window is

shared by both types of LEDs― UV-A LEDs and UV-C LEDs―.

The user can view graphs displaying the values of the monitored

variables and the frequency of monitoring. The following variables

are monitored:

• LEDs Current (mA). The current intensity supplied to the LEDs is

displayed in the corresponding LEDs CURRENT PLOT window

. ― UV-A LEDs CURRENT PLOT or UV-C LEDs CURRENT PLOT

depending on LED ― UV-A or UV-C ― used. To access the

CURRENT PLOT window, click on the Current running value

read-only field found on the corresponding LED CONTROL

window ― UV-A LED CONTROL or UV-C LED CONTROL ―.

• LEDs temperature (ºC). The temperature value of the set of

LEDs is displayed in the LEDs TEMPERATURE PLOT window .

To access the LEDs TEMPERATURE PLOT window, click on

the graphic icon found on the LEDs TEMPERATURE CONTROL

window .

1. Photochemical treatment

NOTE

Each type of LED ― UV-A LED and UV-C LED ― presents its own LED CONTROL

window. The user must adjust the LEDs current setting field value ― 10 to 100% ―

as required depending on the LED set selected. The SELECTION reading field shows

the type of LED for which the percentage of irradiated power is being adjusted.

Please follow the steps below for each type of LED to be used.

1. Use the scroll arrows <<- or ->> to navigate to LED CONTROL window ― UV-

A LED CONTROL or UV-C LED CONTROL ― depending on the required work

LED ― UV-A or UV-C― or press function keys F1 or F2 as appropriate ― see

the System start up section on page 2 ―.

2. Check the required LED by selecting on button of the Command field in the

Selection row the UV LED desired.

3. Adjust the percentage of irradiated power ― 10% a 100% ― clicking on the

number entry field LEDs current setting. The number values of the read-only

fields Current running value and Radiation emitted will be updated

automatically according to the new irradiated power value.

4. If you wish to turn on the LEDs to operate, click on button of the Command

field in the Start row. The LEDs will start shining. If the LED lamp is connected

and running the circles next to the read-only fields CN ― CONNECTOR ― and

LD ― LEDs ― are displayed in green . In addition, a green visual indicator

appears next to the read-only field Start on the corresponding LED CONTROL

window . The LED icons also provides visual indicators of the operating

status of the LED photoreactor ― purple, for UV-A or UV-C LEDs ―. Note that, if

the LEDs ― UV-A or or UV-C ― are on the corresponding Selection command

is not available. On the other hand, when the LEDs are ongoing the forced

ventilation system starts up and immediately after, the forced ventilation

system icon on the LED CONTROL window will turns green.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 with the type of LED ― UV-A or UV-C ― you want to work until

the full desired value of irradiated power has been introduced. The LEDs can

be only used independently ― LEDs can not be used simultaneously ―. Each

light has its own on and off.

CAUTION

APRIA Systems S.L. does not recommend to change the type of light while the LEDs

are on. In such a case, the LEDs must be turn off by clicking on the button of the

Command field in the Stop row ― see System stop on page 4 ― and then, the

change must be executed by pressing the corresponding Start button.

G G
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VALUES

Entry fields:

• LEDs current setting. Percentage

value of irradiated power (10 –

100%). Do not enter values less than

10% not greater than 100%.

Read-only fields:

• Current running value. Value of

current intensity supplied to the

LEDs, associated with the

percentage of irradiated power.

Press on the read-only field Current

running value to access the PLOT

window of the current (mA) log chart

― see the Graphics section on page

3 ―.

• Radiation emitted. Value of radiation

emitted by the LEDs (W/m2),

associated with the percentage of

irradiated power.

• Temperature. Temperature value of

the set of LEDs (0 – 50 ºC) ― see

Temperature control on page 3 ―.

LEDs CONTROL

• Selection. Selected LED type.

• Start. Start button LED lamp.

• Stop. Stop button LED system.

FAULT ― see Alarms section, on page 4 ―.

• Current exceeded. It is related to the current

value supplied to the LED set.

• Fused LED. It is related to the status of the

LED.

• High temperature. It is related to the

temperature value of the LED system.

NOTE

Select LANGUAGE preferences for dialog boxes by clicking on the flag icon located at

the bottom right of the screen.

G

The Actual value read-only

field, shows the actual

temperature value of the set

of LEDs measured by the pt-

100 probe. Next to it, a

progress bar from 0 to 50 ºC

is displayed, as a visual

indication of the LEDs

temperature level. The non-

editable fields SP High value

and SP Low value display the

setpoint values at which the

overheat alarm is activated

― 50ºC ― and deactivated

― 26ºC ― , respectively.

To access the LEDs TEMPERATURE

PLOT window, click on the graphic

icon found on the LEDs

TEMPERATURE CONTROL window

― see the Graphics section on

page 3 ―.
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Alarms

If an operation alarm is generated, a permanent red circle will appear in the state of

the active alarm in the fault section of LED CONTROL window ― UV-A LED

CONTROL or UV-C LED CONTROL ― according to LEDs used.

The alarm fields are:

Current exceeded (mA). It is related to the current intensity supplied to the set of

LEDs. The alarm is activated if the intensity value exceeds the maximum allowed.

If that happens, the user is notified by the activation of a visual indication by

which the number field Current running value starts blinking in yellow/red. In

addition, a red circle will appear next to the status of the field “Current exceeded”.

For safety reasons, if 1 minute after the alarm activation, the intensity does not

come down, the Stop order is executed automatically, turning off the LEDs, to

prevent any damage to them. The alarm is still active ― visual indication in red―

until the intensity drops below the maximum allowed value. When this happens,

the LEDs do not turn on automatically; press the start button ― depending on the

type of LED that has been turned off ― to restart operation.

Fused LED. It is related to the status of the LEDs. If any LED burn out, a red circle

appears in the alarm state “Fused LED” in the corresponding LED CONTROL

window.

High Temperature. It is related to the temperature value of the set of LEDs. It

becomes active when the system detects that the LEDs temperature exceeds the

maximum value allowed: 50 ºC ― see page 3 ―. If this situations ever happens,

the user is notified by the activation of a visual indication. The Actual value field in

the LEDs TEMPERATURE CONTROL window starts blinking in yellow/red and a

fixed warning appears in yellow in the SP High state. In addition, a red circle will

appear next to “High Temperature” state within the LED CONTROL window and

the LEDs Temperature number field takes on a flashing yellow/red fill color. For

safety reasons, if 1 minute after the alarm activation, the LEDs have not cool down

below the SP Low value, the Stop order is executed automatically, turning off the

LEDs, to prevent any damage to them. The alarm is still active ― circle in red as

an indication ― until the temperature drops below SP Low value. When this

happens, the LEDs do not turn on automatically; to restart operation, press button

of the Command field in the Start row ― according to the type of LED that has

been turned off ―.

CAUTION

The temperature of the LEDs must not exceed 42 ºC ― compulsory requirement

for safety reasons to prevent any damage to the LEDs ―. For that reason, the

system includes a safety mechanism by which, if the LEDs reach 50 ºC, the user

is notified by the activation of a visual alarm ― see Alarms section ―. For

safety reasons, if the LEDs have not cool down below the SP Low value within

one minute from the alarm activation, the Stop order is executed automatically,

turning off the LEDs. The alarm is still active ― red circle as an indication ―

until the temperature drops below SP Low value. When this happens, the LEDs

do not turn on automatically; to restart operation, click on the START button in

the LED CONTROL window according to the type of LED that has been turned off

― see System Operation section ―. APRIA Systems S.L. takes no responsibility

of the damages to the system that may be caused because of the unfulfillment

of this requirement.

NOTE

If a value above 100% is established for the LEDs current setting field in the LED

CONTROL window, a visual notification ― it is not an alarm itself ― is

activated the percentage value starts blinking in yellow/red. To deactivate the

notification, the Stop order must be executed― see System shutdown procedure

on page 4 ― and an irradiated power value between 10 and 100% must be

selected prior to restart operation. For safety reasons, the current intensity

supplied to the LEDs is restricted; if for any reason the current intensity value

exceeds the maximum allowed a red circle will appear next to the “Current

exceeded” state and the Current running value number read-only field starts

blinking in yellow/red.

NOTE

If any of the alarm(s) persists, contact the technical staff of APRIA Systems, S.L.

Photochemical equipment with LED technology
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System shutdown

1. Decrease the operating current of the LEDs used up to 10% in

the corresponding LED CONTROL ― UV-A LED CONTROL or

UV-C LED CONTROL ― window .

2. Click on the button of the Command field in the Stop row of

the corresponding LED CONTROL window to execute the

Stop order. The LED will stop shining and the visual indicators

― indicating that the LEDs are running ― will disappear.

3. Stop the stirring by spinning counter-clockwise to the limit the

front rotating button of the magnetic stirrer.

4. Go on the shutdown procedure depending on the executed

operation mode:

Continuous operation mode

Stop fluid flow and close the liquid inlet and outlet valves .

and , respectively.

Discontinuous operation mode

Without aeration

Continue the procedure in step 5 of this section.

With aeration

Close the valve and immediately after turn the aeration

system off.

5. Turn the system off by setting to position 0 the MAIN SWITCH

. . The control panel display will stop shining.

6. Unplug the AC magnetic stirrer power cable from the mains

outlet of 220 – 230 V and 50 Hz.

7. Unplug the electrical connection of the LED system from the

socket located on the back of the electrical console ― UTS

series bayonet type connector ―.

8. Unplug the AC connector of the power cable from the mains

outlet.

9. If applicable, drain the system following the instructions

described on page 4.

Photoreactor drainage
1. Make sure that the top valve is open.

2. Open the valve and collect the fluid on its way out from

the tube. Manage the waste properly.

3. When finished, close the valves.

4. If the photoreactor is closed, open it following the instructions

described on page 5.

5. Remove any possible residue from inside introducing a syringe into

the photoreactor, from the top.

6. If applicable, close the photoreactor following the instructions

described on page 5 in reverse order.

CAUTION

Before moving the LED system, ensure that all the equipment are

switched off.

CAUTION

The use of the LEDs has been tested by APRIA Systems S.L. ― see

Certificate of compliance in Annex B ― observing a maximum

temperature lower than 42 ºC. In case that this temperature is

exceeded, it is recommended to acclimate the laboratory to

conditions similar to those tested.

WARNING

When handling chemicals ― not described in this guide ― for

cleaning operations, take all precautions and use appropriate

personal protective equipment at all times ― for example, goggles,

gloves, protective clothing, etc. ― as they can quickly damage skin

and eyes in direct contact.
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Photoreactor opening

WARNING

Do not manipulate the force ventilation system until you have previously made yourself sure

that the photochemical treatment has been stopped and the power cable that belongs to it

has been disconnected from the electric panel.

CAUTION

Prior to proceed with the photoreactor opening, make sure that the functioning of every

element involved in the system has been conveniently stopped.

1. Make sure that the system stop and photoreactor drainage protocols described on

page 4 have been executed.

2. Unplug the LED system electric connection from the socket located on the back of

the electrical console ― UTS series bayonet type connector ―.

3. Unscrew the AISI-316 screws from the coupling and leak tightness flange that are part

of the protection case of the photoreactor.

4. Remove the forced ventilation system with the lamp by grabbing it by the case

. and pulling it up. Remove the air evacuation ring ― only present when working

with aeration ―. Keep it in a safe place. Be careful not to damage any pieces during the

process, because they are very fragile; specially, the lamp.

In order to close the photoreactor again, follow the procedure in reverse order.

Waste management

CAUTION

Do not mix hazardous and non-hazardous waste. Please use different containers and areas.

At the end of their useful life, properly manage the components of the equipment supplied:

Household or non-hazardous assimilable to household waste ― container, cardboard, plastic,

glass, that have not contained chemical products, organic waste, paper, etc…―.

1. Separate and deposit household waste in the specific selective collection containers for

each type.

Non-hazardous waste typical of the activity ― sawdust, absorbents not impregnated with

chemical substances, scrap and metal, pallets, etc…―.

1. Carry out the waste to the “clean point” facilities or deliver the waste to an authorized

manager as necessary.

Hazardous waste ― oils and fats, filters, batteries, electrical and electronic equipment,

electrical material, chemical products, lighting devices, containers that have contained any

substance classified as dangerous, etc…―.

1. Separate, identify, package and properly store hazardous waste in containers enabled

for each type of waste according to current regulations.

2. Take the waste to the “clean point” facilities, to specific containers arranged in different

areas ― collection points ― or deliver the waste to an authorized manager as required.

Contact information
Parque Empresarial de Morero

Parcela P. 2-12, Nave 1 - 5

39611 Guarnizo

(Cantabria)

ESPAÑA

+34 942 07 81 47

comercial@apriasystems.es 

www.apriasystems.es

@
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Maintenance

NOTE

The maintenance recommendations described below are

for guidance only. The user should adapt these

procedures to their particular needs.

Standard cleaning protocol

Wash the photoreactor as soon as possible after use.

Otherwise, it may become difficult to remove the residue or

the incrustations.

1. Make sure that steps 1-9 from the Stop procedure― see

page 4 ― have been executed.

2. If the photoreactor is closed, open it following the

instructions described on page 5.

3. Once open, pour mains water inside, rub the walls carefully

with a lab brush.

4. Execute completely the drainage protocol.

5. Repeat steps 3-4 at lest two more times, or as many

times as required, using mains water as cleaning

solution. Then, go to step 6.

6. Repeat steps 3-4 using deionized/distilled water as

cleaningsolution.Then,go to step 7.

7. Carefully, wash the glass of the lamp with water and dry

it off by applying soft taps― no rubbing ― using paper.

8. If applicable, close the photoreactor following the

instructions described on page 5.

9. Close the valves.

Acid cleaning protocol

The standard cleaning protocol must be supplemented with

an acid cleaning protocol if:

• The glass parts of the photoreactor become unduly

clouded and it is not possible to remove the residue by

cleaning with water.

• The reaction media or the studied substances change.

• Every 100 hours of operation. The acid cleaning

frequency may be increased if necessary.

The acid cleaning solution must be implemented in

substitution of step 3 of the standard cleaning protocol, using

dilute acid as cleaning solution ―e.g. nitric acid (1%)―. Once

completed, proceed with the standard cleaning protocol from

step 4― inclusive ―.

CAUTION

Tighten the screws uniformly. APRIA Systems S.L.

recommends the use of a torque wrench, recommended

torque 1 N-m.
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Photochemical equipment with LED technology

ANNEXS

A1. Technical specifications of ultraviolet light LEDs― UV-A―

Absolute maximum ratings

Optical characteristics, T=25ºC.

Electrical Characteristics, T=25ºC

IPC/JEDEC Sensitivity Level

Rev. No. 0 – 11/07/2022
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Photochemical equipment with LED technology

ANNEXS

A1. Technical specifications of ultraviolet light LEDs― UV-A― (cont.)

Typical radiation pattern Typical normalized radiant flux

Typical relative spectral power distribution Typical normalized radiant flux over temperature

Typical forward current characteristics Current de-rating

Rev. No. 0 – 11/07/2022
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Photochemical equipment with LED technology

Electro-optical parameters at 250 mA, T = 25ºC

Typical performance

Maximum ratings

ANNEXS

A2. Technical specifications of ultraviolet light LEDs― UV-C―

Rev. No. 0 – 11/07/2022
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Photochemical equipment with LED technology

ANNEXS

A2. Technical specifications of ultraviolet light LEDs― UV-C― (cont.)

Forward current over forward voltage Relative radiant flux over forward current

Peak wavelength over forward current Typical spectrum

Forward voltage over ambient temperature Relative radiant flux over ambient temperature

Rev. No. 0 – 11/07/2022
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Photochemical equipment with LED technology

ANNEXS

B. Certificate of compliance
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